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national StandardS

The lesson in this issue addresses NAS National Science  
Content Standards for the characteristics of organisms and 
NCSS National Social Studies Standards for geography 
and ecosystems.
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See how the lesson correlates to standards in your state by 
visiting smithsonianeducation.org/educators. 
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At the center of the new Sant Ocean Hall at the Smithsonian’s National Museum 
of Natural History is a life-sized model of one of the largest creatures that ever 
lived, the North Atlantic right whale. More than a representation of a species, 
it is a faithful portrait of an individual whale, a female named Phoenix. Born in 
1987, Phoenix is still plying the waters between Florida and Nova Scotia. Like the 
mythical phoenix, she has risen from an ordeal: in 1997, she became entangled in 
commercial fishing gear—a common cause of death for right whales—and carried 
pieces of a heavy line with her for more than a year. She has two scars from the 
incident, on the lip and the tail, which the model includes in exact detail.

The Smithsonian worked with right whale researchers at Boston’s 
New England Aquarium to create a model that is a physical biogra-
phy. But how was the biography compiled in the first place? How 
do you begin to get a handle on a forty-five-foot whale?

Students discover the answers in this issue’s lesson. They com-
pare photographs of right whales to find details of individuality.  
After picking Phoenix out of the lineup, they examine a record 
of sightings in order to chart her movements along the Eastern 
Seaboard. By practicing their observation and mapping skills  
in this way, they do much of the same work as the researchers.

Phoenix looms large over the hall in more ways than one.  
The story of the North Atlantic right whale, a species in danger  
of dying away, brings together all of the themes of the exhibits: 

the ocean’s past and its future, the interrelationships of ocean 
life, and the relationship between the ocean and us. After working 
on the model, one of the researchers, Marilyn Marx, spotted the 
real Phoenix out at sea. “Well, there she is, soon to be the most 
famous right whale around,” she thought. “And she’s oblivious to 
the enormous amount of attention that’s being focused on her.”  

If you can’t come to see Phoenix at Natural History, you can visit 
the online version of the exhibits at ocean.si.edu. 
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making a match

The catalog contains nearly half a million photographs of North 
Atlantic right whales, most from the last thirty years. Researchers 
identify newly photographed whales by matching the pictures with 
earlier ones in the catalog. Along with each photo is a record of 
where and when the whale was sighted. This information allows 
researchers to track the movements of individual whales, and 
contributes to a larger understanding of migration patterns, 
mating habits, and mortality rates. 

Glimpsed at sea, the right whale can be distinguished by its lack 
of a dorsal fin, by the V-shaped spout from its twin blowholes, and 
by its callosities, rough patches of raised tissue on the head. The 
callosities are what distinguish one individual from another: each 
whale has a unique pattern of these patches.

When matching photos, the researcher looks for ways to categorize 
the callosity patterns. The two basic categories are continuous, an 
uninterrupted stretch of callosity along the top of the head, and 
broken, a series of callosity “islands.” A system of codes cat-
egorizes the arrangement of broken callosities. The code B4, for 
example, refers to side-by-side symmetrical islands.

The work is made easier by the presence on the callosities of 
cyamids, miniature crab-like crustaceans that are sometimes called 
“whale lice.” These benign parasites have no home other than the 
callosities of right whales, and a single whale can host thousands of 
them. The callosities themselves are black, like the rest of the skin, 
but the cyamids highlight them as bright white or yellow. 

a long rElationShip

History has given an irony in the researchers’ work: they are trying 
to get to know a species that, for centuries, we have known all too 
well. The right whale got its name because it was the “right” whale 
to hunt. It is a slow swimmer and spends most of its time in easily 
reached coastal waters. When it dies, its thick layer of fat keeps  
it floating at the surface.  

Phoenix is officially known as #1705 in the North Atlantic Right Whale Catalog, a 
database maintained by the New England Aquarium. The four-digit number represents 
a bit of hopeful thinking about the future. Though an international treaty gave 
protected status to the world’s three species of right whales in 1935, the North Atlantic 
whales are today on the brink of extinction: there are fewer than four hundred of them. 

As in general shape the noble Sperm Whale’s 

head may be compared to a Roman war-

chariot (especially in front, where it is so 

broadly rounded); so, at a broad view, the 

Right Whale’s head bears a rather inelegant 

resemblance to a gigantic galliot-toed shoe 

[in which] that old woman of the nursery tale, 

with the swarming brood, might very 

comfortably be lodged, she and all her progeny.

—Herman Melville, Moby Dick
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The fat of one right whale yielded more than a thousand gallons 
of oil, which was used for lamp fuel, candle tallow, and industrial 
lubricants. The species had the added value of its baleen, or 
“whalebone,” the curtain-like plates through which it strains wa-
ter from its food. Baleen is composed of keratin, like fingernails. 
It was ideal for a range of products that required a strong but 
flexible material: brushes, combs, umbrella ribs, corset stays, 
skirt hoops, chair caning, carriage springs.

The North Atlantic right whale was the first target of commercial 
whaling, which began in the Middle Ages in the Bay of Biscay, 
along the coasts of northern Spain and western France. Basque 
whalers became so adept at the trade that the species all but 
disappeared from European coasts, perhaps as early as the 
sixteenth century. There is evidence that Basque ships crossed 
the Atlantic in pursuit of the right whale not long after the voyages 
of Columbus. 

New England whaling companies dominated the industry at its 
height in the early nineteenth century, just before the introduc-
tion of petroleum. But by that time the right whale population 
was nearly depleted from American waters. Whalers were  
venturing as far as the South Pacific to hunt the deep-water 
sperm whale, Moby Dick’s species, which yielded less oil, 
though of higher quality.

thE urban whalE 

For the sperm whale, it is almost as if whaling never happened: 
today’s population is about 85 percent of the “pre-exploitation” 
numbers, compared with 4 percent for the three species of right 
whales. While a right whale of the Southern Hemisphere has 
begun to rebound, the North Atlantic species has not. 

Scientists at the New England Aquarium use the term “urban 
whale syndrome” when explaining the reasons. The North 

Atlantic habitat lies within fifty miles of the East Coast of the 
United States and the Canada Maritimes, waters that are heavily 
trafficked and heavily fished. About half of the recorded deaths 
have resulted from collisions with ships or entanglements in fish-
ing gear. Then, too, the whales absorb mercury and other toxins 
from all of the rivers that flow into the Atlantic, which may be a 
reason for an extremely low reproduction rate.

The nearness of the right whales to our inland lives became dra-
matically clear in 1994, when one of them swam forty miles up the 
Delaware River, past downtown Philadelphia. The year-old, thirty-
foot male spent days in the river, long enough to get the nickname 
“Waldo the Wrong-Way Right Whale” in Philadelphia (which tem-
porarily went by the nickname “City of Blubberly Love”). Aquarium 
scientists flew to Philadelphia to join in an attempt to guide him 
back toward Delaware Bay. At one point he stranded himself on 
the New Jersey banks and the scientists were reduced to throw-
ing rocks at him to urge him into deeper water. 
  
Now named Shackleton, after the Antarctic explorer, the whale 
returned to the ocean relatively unscathed, but scathed never-
theless. He still carries a scar from a collision with a tugboat.   
   
thE purpoSE oF thE work

Scientists believe that the prevention of two or three accidental 
deaths each year will make the difference between the decline 
and growth of the population.  Because they can identify the 
whales’ likely locations through the year, they have been able to 
work cooperatively with government and the shipping and fishing 

But as you come nearer to this great  head it begins to assume different aspects, according to your point of view. If you stand on its summit and look at these two f-shaped spout-holes, you would take the whole head for an enormous bass-viol.

        —Herman Melville, Moby Dick 
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bluE whalE 69–90+ FT

right whalE 45–60 FT

Finback 72–82 FT

minkE whalE 28–30 FT

humpback 42–50 FT

BALEEn WHALEs

SpErm whalE 35–60 FT

 orca 23–31 FT

narwhal 13–15 FT

bEluga 13–15 FT

TooTHED WHALEs

industries. In 2000, the U.S. began to require that every ship alert 
the Coast Guard when it comes into a habitat. More recently, the 
U.S. and Canadian governments designated three habitats as 
“areas to be avoided” by ships when the whales are there. 

Much remains to be learned about the species, and some 
mysteries may never be solved. This, perhaps, is what gives the 
research work its deepest meaning: if the whales pass from the 
earth, they will take a unique intelligence with them.

“They know things about the ocean that we can’t imagine,” says 
New England Aquarium scientist Marilyn Marx. She points to the 
question of how the enormous creatures find their tiny food, rice-
sized plankton called copepods. They eat more than a ton a day, 
and so must locate very dense patches of copepods, which are 
always on the move. The whales might sense chemical changes 

in the water when they are near a patch, or they might possess 
a collective memory of the best places to go—for now, there are 
only theories. Scientists have used sophisticated instruments 
to try to find the dense patches on their own, but they still must 
follow the lead of the whales.  

The copepod is a great concern for the scientists. The consump-
tion of contaminated food may be the principal way that the 
whales absorb toxins. At the same time, global warming and 
changes in currents may be diminishing the supply.

“We’re still blundering around in the ocean,” says Scott Kraus, 
the aquarium’s vice president for research, “and in our blunder-
ing we’re destroying it. Whether it’s the lowly jellyfish or a high-
profile whale, every animal is important for reasons that we don’t 
even understand.”
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On the following page spread are nine photographs of three whales from the North 
Atlantic Right Whale Catalog. By examining the pictures, students do the most basic 
work of the whale researchers: they identify an individual—Phoenix, in this case—
according to patterns of callosities. They go on to look for patterns of another kind—
migration behavior—in a record of Phoenix sightings.

The exercises can be done as a class, in small groups, or 
individually. Copies of the materials, including larger versions 
of the photos, can be downloaded from our Web site, 
smithsonianeducation.org/educators.

StEp onE

Display pages 6–7 on the board, or print out the photos from 
our site and display them in the same order. Distribute copies of 
Handout 1, which should help you to introduce the subject of the 
right whale and the story of Phoenix.

StEp two

Distribute Handout 2 and guide students as they try to match  
up the photos of the three whales. They can label the photos by 
filling out the handout’s graph. Correctly completed, the graph 
would look like this:

On the handout, students describe the whales’ distinguishing 
marks before they become familiar with terms used by researchers. 
Let them know that the researchers, in initial reports, sometimes jot 
down impressions in nonscientific language. 

StEp thrEE

Distribute Handout 3, which contains a guide to callosity pat-
terns. Students now try to incorporate the researchers’ terms 
into more detailed descriptions of the three whales. 

StEp Four

Distribute Handout 4. By studying the sketch of Phoenix on the 
handout, students try to identify her among the photos of the 
three whales. They then try to find one of her scars. She is # 3 
and the scar is visible as a white streak on the right lip in the 
“headshot” photo.

StEp FiVE

Distribute Handouts 5 and 6, which contain a map of the whales’ 
habitat and a chart of recent sightings of Phoenix. By marking 
the map with the dates of the sightings, students should be able 
to see that Phoenix has spent warm months in the north and 
winter months in the south. When they learn that Phoenix and 
her offspring were all born in the south during the winter, they 
speculate on the reasons.

Scientists know that the whales feed in northern waters because 
copepods and other plankton are most plentiful there. But they 
don’t yet know why females travel south to give birth and nurse 
in warmer water. The southern coasts have a great disadvantage 
as a birthing ground: sharks are more common there. 

Any student hypothesis, then, will be worthwhile. There are no 
wrong answers because science does not yet have the right answer.  

EXtEnSion

Visit the New England Aquarium’s Web site at neaq.org.  
Click on “Animals and Exhibits” and then “North Atlantic Right 
Whale.” You will find an online version of the catalog, a delightful 
whale-matching game, and information on how the class 
can “adopt” a right whale.

1 3 1

2 2 2

3 3 1
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    wEighS nEarly 2,000 poundS at birth and can grow 
to morE than 55 FEEt and 160,000 poundS

    iS born with rough patchES oF Skin,  
callEd callosities, on thE hEad

    haS a liFE Span oF at lEaSt 70 yEarS and might  
liVE paSt 100

    can giVE birth to a SinglE oFFSpring, or calf,  
EVEry 3 to 5 yEarS

    liVES moStly on copepods, cruStacEanS thE SizE oF 
grainS oF ricE

    muSt Eat morE than 2,200 poundS oF thiS  
Food Each day

   haS baleen inStEad oF tEEth

    catchES Food by Swimming with thE mouth opEn  
and uSing thE balEEn to Strain thE copEpodS  
From thE watEr

handout 1

THE noRTH ATLAnTIC 
RIGHT WHALE . . .

To sCIEnTIsTs, THE CALLosITIEs ARE LIkE fInGERPRInTs…

bEcauSE Each whalE haS a uniquE pattErn oF thEm. SciEntiStS can idEntiFy indiVidual whalES by thE pattErnS, 
though thEy don’t know what thE calloSitiES arE for. thouSandS oF harmlESS paraSitES, callEd “whalE licE,”  
liVE on thE calloSitiES. but what arE thE whalES gEtting out oF it? likE much about thE liVES oF thESE giantS,  
it’S Still a myStEry.

8 

BLOWHOLESCALLOSITIES FLUKES

PECTORAL FIN

BALEEN EYE



handout 2

YoU’RE A mARInE BIoLoGIsT WHo
sTUDIEs THE noRTH ATLAnTIC 

RIGHT WHALE…
and you’VE juSt rEturnEd From a rESEarch trip. 

you SpottEd thrEE whalES and got ninE good photoS oF thEm.

you writE a briEF rEport on why you think you matchEd thE picturES to thE “right” right whalES.

You have a clear “headshot” of each whale. 
You’ve labeled these as 1, 2, and 3.

But it’s not so easy to tell who’s who in the other six 
pictures. You need to spend some time examining the 
pictures to identify Whale 1, Whale 2, and Whale 3. 
When you’ve made the matches, you label the 
other pictures as 1, 2, or 3.
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brokEn
calloSity

continuouS
calloSity

CHIN CALLOSITY

BONNET

MANDIBULAR ISLAND

LIP PATCH

PENNINSULA

ISLAND

COAMING

POST-BLOWHOLE CALLOSITY

EYEBROW CALLOSITY

You start with the two most basic categories of callosities. Does the whale have a continuous callosity— 
a long, unbroken streak at the top of the head? Or are the callosities broken into isolated spots?

You describe the locations of the spots, or islands, and also look for peninsulas, or bumps on the head.

whalE 1 whalE 2 whalE 3

handout 3

YoU noW ConsULT YoUR
CALLosITY PATTERn CHART…

to writE morE dEtailEd dEScriptionS oF thE thrEE whalES. 

10 
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handout 4

YoU GET A CALL fRom 
AnoTHER sCIEnTIsT…

who haS bEEn SEarching For a whalE namEd phoEniX.  
thE SciEntiSt aSkS iF thErE iS a chancE that phoEniX waS  

onE oF thE whalES you SpottEd on your trip. 

You go to the North Atlantic Right Whale Catalog and find 
a sketch of Phoenix. You compare this to your photos.

do you think that phoEniX iS onE oF your whalES? 

You learn that Phoenix has a special story. She was first 
spotted as a calf near the coast of Florida in 1987. At 
the age of ten, a year after giving birth herself, she got 
tangled up in a commercial fishing line. This is one of the 
leading causes of early death for the whales.

Phoenix carried pieces of the line with her for many 
months. Two years later, scientists were happy to see  
that she had somehow freed herself. She had scars 
from the accident—on her lip and her tail—but otherwise 
seemed healthy. She has gone on to have two more calves 
and to become a grandmother.

Scientists were able to follow Phoenix’s story by doing the 
same kind of work you’ve done—studying photographs of 
whales to identify individuals.

iF you think you’VE Found phoEniX, can you Find a Scar 
From thE accidEnt in onE oF thE photoS?

why or why not? 

CHIN SCARS

WHITE SCAR
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THE noRTH ATLAnTIC 
RIGHT WHALE 

mAjoR HABITAT AREAs

  canadian conSErVation arEaS

  unitEd StatES critical habitat arEaS

  primary right whalE Sighting locationS

  occaSional right whalE Sighting locationS
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handout 5
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handout 6

noW YoU, Too, ARE 
PART of PHoEnIx’s sToRY…

bEcauSE your Sighting will Soon go into thE right whalE catalog.

You return to the catalog and look up the records of 
Phoenix sightings in the last few years. You chart her  
movements by putting down the month of each sighting  
in the correct area on your map.

In the catalog, you find the records for two of Phoenix’s 
calves, named Smoke and Fuse. Both were first sighted 
as newborns in southern waters during the winter 
months—the same place and time of year as the first 
sighting of the newborn Phoenix in 1987.

Your next research trip is in August. You would like to see 
Phoenix again. 

do you now SEE any pattErnS on thE map? 
iF So, what arE thEy?

do you think it’S a coincidEncE? 
iF not, what iS your thEory For thiS?

whErE would bE a good placE to go? 

arEa

grEat South channEl

bay oF Fundy

gEorgia

gEorgia

Florida

Florida

grEat South channEl

mainE

grEat South channEl

grEat South channEl

mainE

mainE

maSSachuSEttS bay

mainE

Florida

Florida

gEorgia

Florida

Florida

gEorgia

gEorgia

Florida

gEorgia

Florida

Florida

bay oF Fundy

bay oF Fundy

bay oF Fundy

Jun 17, 2003

aug 01, 2003

dec 23, 2003

Jan 21, 2004

Jan 22, 2004

Jan 25, 2004

Jun 04, 2004

aug 05, 2004

JuL 13, 2005

JuL 14, 2005

JuL 28, 2005

JuL 30, 2005

aug 11, 2005

nov 20, 2006

dec 19, 2006

Jan 02, 2007

Jan 03, 2007

Jan 12, 2007

Jan 21, 2007

Jan 22, 2007

feB 09, 2007

feB 24, 2007

feB 25, 2007

Mar 11, 2007

Mar 13, 2007

aug 01, 2007

aug 14, 2007

aug 28, 2007

Sighting  
datE
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